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Programme overview
Following a successful pilot within CLEAR services, Kirklees Council expanded it’s
Brain in Hand* programme to a 60-license project to be implemented across
wellbeing providers in Kirklees. Objectives, outcomes, and Key Performance Indicators
were agreed, and licenses were activated on 28th February 2020.
Objectives agreed - Enable service users to develop means of managing stress and
anxiety. Reduce (or contribute to a reduction in) incidences of poor mental health and
wellbeing increase independence by reducing reliance on others, including services, or
by facilitating transitions between services.
*Brain in Hand is a hybrid digital self-management support system accessed via
mobile. It’s not condition-specific, but is often used by people who are autistic, who
have learning difficulties, or who are managing mental health challenges. Combining
human support and digital self-management technology, Brain in Hand helps people
live more independently.

Project Aims







Encourage self-care
Reduce reliance on statutory care and service
Help to remain independent
Focus on prevention
Maximise social and employment opportunities

Key
performance
indicators





80% service use in 12 month period
Carer and support reliance reduction by 50%
75% of users reporting increase in:
Self-care

Reduction in anxiety

Reduce isolation - Community involvement
Greater independence

Access to or return to work

“The fact that it has been a very weird and difficult time in general was
made a little easier to deal with; on the days I did get upset there was
human support there who talked to me until I was calm.” - Jodie

Supporting social care
teams to do what they
do best: Care.
3

Service referrals and
community engagement
Over the 12 month period from March 2020 to February 2021 there have been a total of
45 referrals from 13 different services.
The referral pathways are now open to services throughout Kirklees, and self-referrals
are also welcomed. Reducing restrictions to the criteria for which services can refer
has seen a significant growth in referrals with 7 new services referring. 75% of service
users asked found the referral process easy or very easy from their service to BiH. 90%
of service users asked found the set-up process, whether face-to-face or remote, to be
moderately easy to very easy.
Some service users even added that due to Brain in Hand their confidence was
increasing and felt more comfortable to attend groups within their service and engage
with new services. Another service user commented that they feel more comfortable to
reach out and access support when needed.
21% of service users found if difficult to integrate BiH into their everyday lives due to
lockdown restrictions and not being able to meet their goals within the community.
11% of service users found adding strategies difficult due to confidence using technology
and low motivation with lockdown. Regular 1:1 support was offered to these individuals
to build confidence and create new solutions more specific for themselves.

Referral by month

Referral by Service

Month

Referrals

Service

Referrals

March 2020

10

CLEAR

3

April 2020

2

Connect Housing

1

June 2020

7

Dual Diagnostics

8

May 2020

July 2020

August 2020

September 2020
October 2020

November 2020
December 2020
January 2021

February 2021
TOTAL

0

Crisis Café

2

Enablement Team

2

HOOT

6

Myspace housing

3

Foley Hall

1
4
3

1
1

Touchstone

4

Women’s Centre
4

4

11

Wellness Service

45

3

Richmond Fellowship
St Anne's

5

1

1
3
4

Supporting self-care
and independence

Webinar awareness
Alongside attending team meetings and regular marketing, a Brain in Hand employee
and with the programme coordinator (Hannalease Newton) conducted 1 webinar in
November 2020. There were 60 attendees from 30 different organisations/departments.
Due to the popularity of the event, Due to the popularity of the first webinar, three more
webinars were conducted in April 2021 and two more will be held in October 2021.
In November 2020 100% of the attendees were happy with the presentation and
wouldn’t change anything. 66% of attendees felt that the BiH information given was
relevant to individuals they support, with 66% also requesting further information.

”

“The training was brilliant and well presented. It looks like
an exciting tool. The clients I see may not benefit from it,
but I can see that it would help a lot of people who need
that level of support to independence.”
“I thought the webinar was very well presented and
the opportunity to actually use the software brought
the whole thing to life and promoted a greater
understanding. I think it would be useful for the
project lead to attend a team meeting.”
5

Personalised
and individual

Diversity
The council recently began capturing diversity information, which is updated on a regular basis. This information was last updated in July 2021.
The information below includes current service users, new service users, and previous
service users who completed an anonymous survey. This includes service users from
March 2020 – July 2021 as we are unable to identify which service user completed the
survey. From July 2021 this information has been added to the referral form to support
capturing this information effectively.

Questions
1) Are you an active user of Brain in Hand?

Yes

No

Sometimes

New referral

13

7

9

6

18-24 25-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-65

2) Age group

4

11

4

4

3) Gender

4) Ethnicity

5) Employment status

White
European
28
Employed
full-time

Employed
part-time

2

3

0

5

0

0

1

Female

Male

Other

24

11

0

Multiracial

Asian &
Chinese

Black
or Afro
Caribbean

Other
ethnic group
(i.e Arab)

0

5

2

0

Retired

Disabled
unable to
work

4

10

Unemployed Unemployed
seeking
not seeking
employment employment
9

6

6

66+

7

Practical digital tools
and human support

Ongoing risks
The impact of COVID-19 meant many service users were not able to identify or set clear
goals for themselves as they would usually do and instead had to adapt to the changes
happening within society. To support with the changes in society, each user’s software
was preloaded with suggested useful solutions and signposting to local information and
resources. The content was updated on a regular basis to keep it relevant.
Specific content included over 300 problems and solutions for areas that service users
may find difficult. This includes anxiety, stress, loneliness, self-care tip, suicide prevention, work related stress, COVID-19 queries and much more. Numerous 24-hour
helplines were also added to each account, to support outside the responder service
times. All new Brain in Hand users in Kirklees have this information preloaded onto their
account, giving them different solutions instantly.

of users felt supported
during COVID-19
and restrictions

of users said specific
content was very useful
and easy to navigate

”

“From the first and second lockdown lots of things
happened. I moved to a new house, started face to face
appointments. It supported me during the transition of the
first lockdown as we went back into the community.”
7

Ongoing risks
Due to lockdown restrictions, virtual planning sessions became available to new
referrals to allow them to start their journey with no delay. Although there was some
resistance to begin with, this quickly became most service users’ preferred method of
setup. Some individuals still choosing remote set ups as restrictions slowly lifted.
At the beginning of the lockdown, services found difficulties in making referrals as
individuals were spending more time at home, and less in the community achieving
their goals.
Throughout the different stages of lockdown, numbers fluctuated depending on the lockdown restrictions. Since the easing of lockdown started in 2021, referrals have began to
increase.
To ensure that service users were using Brain in Hand to promote independence and
improve daily routines within lockdown, Brain in Hand was tailored with this in mind.
Preloaded with content so services users could:
 Daily affirmations to read and improve mindset
 Daily achievements and reflections at the end of each day – these included
things like brushing teeth, making bed, showering, calling a friend etc all to 		
improve self-care and routine
 Targeted time for employment searching
 Lists of different courses or groups to improve and learn new skills sign posted
within the system
 Support with finance with prompts and reminders

Low service users

Service users with low usage are monitored monthly within a Brain in Hand report.
Low service users are contacted on a regular basis for refresher sessions and supported
with adding new diary and unplanned sections which may increase their activity.
Supporters and responders are also informed to give the service user the best opportunity to use Brain in Hand to their full potential.

Accessing support,
when support
is needed
87

Next steps
Brain in Hand has proven resilient in the face of a global pandemic and quick to react
to the pressures on services. Users have reported significant benefits even with the
changes of how they access the support. As we start the new normal, the next steps are
to continue to raise awareness within Kirklees and promote the programme as a hybrid
digital support in a new digital society.
1.

Plans are in place to run webinars throughout the next 6 months.
April 2021 and October 2021.

2.

PR from Brain in Hand was instigated at the end of August 2021 to raise
awareness – this included broadcast media (Radio/TV), published media and
social media focused locally.

3.

Continue to ensure all licenses are utilised effectively.

4.

Face-to-face planning sessions have resumed, and remote sessions are being
offered where possible

5.

Begin integrating back into services with a potential drop in service

Monitoring impact

Early impact and progress towards objectives have been measured using questionnaires, case studies, and testimonials from service users. The results suggest that
engagement with Brain in Hand has had a positive impact and the programme remains
on track to meet the objectives despite the impact of COVID-19.

Health and wellbeing (KPI 1)

KPI achieved. People using the digital option report that this has contributed to improvements in their overall health and wellbeing.

of users accessing
the digital service

saw improvement
in daily routines

9

experienced
improvement
in self-care

improved anxiety
management

experienced a positive
impact on motivation

improved stress
management

Independence (KPI 2)

On track to meet KPI. People using the digital option report that use of it has supported in increasing confidence, enabled improved self-management and coping skills and
helped them to become less reliant on services, carers, and family.
Feedback from users suggests that engaging less with the service was a result of being
more able to manage certain aspects of their lives more independently and reducing
the amount of support needed from a service. “I am not on the phone every 2 minutes
like I used to be, but they are there if I need them. I don’t find myself contacting them
as much.”

more independent

improved resilience
in unexpected situations

improved engagement
with referring service

”

reduced reliance on
referring service

“The traffic light reminds me and lets me take a step back
and see what I am feeling. The diary has all the dates, and
I can see what I am doing day to day. I now complete
tasks more as I can break them down into parts. It has
helped with reducing my anxiety with giving me different
strategies and suggestions. Brain in Hand will probably be
more useful now outside of lockdown.”
10

Community (KPI 2)

On track to meet target. A significant proportion of people report that the service they
receive has supported and enabled them to be part of a ‘community’, which would
include those getting back into work (including voluntary or work placement options),
and has reduced isolation.
72% users referred by Richmond Fellowship have seen progress since using BiH with
searching for employment, whether this be voluntary or work placement.
“It will continue to aid me in managing my time especially if I find employment;
managing other tasks and my day-to-day life around employment may take some getting
used to so Brain in Hand is helping me build a routine and learn to manage
multiple responsibilities.”

supported within
the community
as restrictions ease

joined a new social
group since started
using BiH service

users felt more
confident in
the community

reduced sense of
isolation, as managed
anxiety better

of users progressed
towards employment

Stepping down from services (KPI 4)

KPI achieved. Increasing numbers of people report that through using the Brain in Hand
system, they are now able to function without reliance on the digital option, or others.
Over the past 12 months, services have had to adapt to online and telephone support
groups or sessions. For many of our service users, this impacted on their goals and
achievements within services.
Even with the ongoing adjustments from services, and constant changes within society,
67% of service users felt closer to achieving their goals set out within their service and
80% of individuals believed that since using BiH they were closer to achieving their own
personal goals. This suggests a positive impact as users become less reliant on services
or digital support.

users felt closer to
achieving service goals

closer to achieving personal goals

11

reduced sense of
isolation, as managed
anxiety better
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Service user questionnaires
Much
worse

Brain in Hand impact questions
1
2
3
4
5
6

How has BiH impacted your management
of anxiety?
How has BiH impacted your management
of stress?

How has BiH impacted on your independence?

How has BiH impacted your engagement with
the following Richmond Fellowship, CLEAR,
HOOT, S2R, Touchstone, Womenscentre, and
Carers Count?

How has BiH impacted your engagement within the community?
How has BiH impacted your management of
anxiety within the community?

7

How has BiH impacted your communication
with others and building new relationships?

8

How has BiH impacted your daily routines

9

How has BiH impacted your self-care routines?

10
11

How has BiH impacted your anxiety while
travelling on public transport?

How has BiH impacted your organisation and
time management?

12

How has BiH impacted on your resilience in
unexpected situations?

13

How has BiH impacted on your motivation?

14

How has BiH impacted on your original goals
at the beginning of your journey?

13

Slightly
worse

No
Change

Slightly
improved

Greatly
improved

Very
difficult

Brain in Hand referral process questions

Difficult

Moderate

Easy

Very
easy

1

How did you find the referral process for BiH?

2
10%

3
15%

8
42%

6
33%

2

How did you find the set-up process for BiH?

2
10%

7
38%

5
26%

5
26%

3

How did you find the integrating BiH into everyday life?

4
21%

7
37%

4
21%

4
21%

4

How did you find inputting your own
strategies into BiH?

2
11%

4
22%

9
50%

3
17%

5

How did you find blending the preloaded content
strategies (suggestion/hints and tips) into your
daily life?

2
10%

7
37%

7
37%

2
10%

1

1
6%

Not very

Slightly

Greatly

3
15%

7
37%

9
48%

How has Brain in Hand supported you through COVID-19
and lockdown ?

Brain in Hand partner service questions

Much
worse

(these questions relate to the service whom
referred you to Brain in Hand)

Slightly
worse

No
Change

Moderate

Greatly

1

Since joining BiH have you felt more confident
within your service?

5
28%

8
67%

1
5%

2

Since joining BiH are you closer to achieving your
goals set within the service?

6
33%

5
56%

2
11%

3

Since joining BiH have you made progress with
joining a new supportive group? (if this was one
of your goals)

9
53%

4
29%

3
18%

1
14%

1
14%

9
43%

2
29%

Much
worse

Declined
slightly

No
Change

Moderate

Greatly

1
5%

2
13%

7
44%

4*
25%

2**
13%

4

1

Since joining BiH have you been able to make progress within searching for employment?
Richmond Fellowship ONLY.

Since joining BiH has your overall engagement
and need for your service changed?
(Think about how often you use their support
services before Brain in Hand and since using
Brain in Hand. Has there been a change to your
involvement and the level of support needed from
the service?

*Courses support increase but anxiety management decrease – felt more comfortable attending groups
**Feeling more confident in accessing more support
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Webinar feedback
November 2020

Webinar survey
1
2
3

4

How easy was the content of the webinar to
follow?

How did you find following the demonstration
/ interaction of a Brain in Hand account?

Was the content of the presentation delivered
clearly?
Would you change anything about the
webinar / presentation?

Very
easy/clear

Easy/Clear

Moderate

Difficult

Very
difficult

34%

49%

17%

0%

0%

49%

34%

17%

0%

0%

34%

66%

0%

0%

0%

YES

NO

0%

100%

5

Was the information relevant to individuals
you support?

66%

34%

6

Would you be interested in additional Brain in
Hand information?

66%

34%
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This is a stock image and doesn’t represent the user.
The name of the user in this case study has
been changed to protect their privacy

OUTCOMES AT A GLANCE

a
a
a
a

“It helps to keep me
more organised”

Managing anxiety
Confidence
Social relations
Independence

”

“I would
definitely
recommend
Brain in Hand
as it has helped
me to try get
some routine
and structure to
my life”

“I would
recommend
anyone to give
Brain in Hand a
try. Its easy
to use”

Case study A
“I would definitely recommend Brain in Hand as it has helped me to
try get some routine and structure to my life, it can sometimes still be
difficult but it would be far worse if I didn’t have Brain in Hand. There
have been several benefits of having/using BIH it has helped me
as far as making better connections with others & also it’s given me
helpful solutions to some of the challenges I face with having BPD.
The parts I have used the most are the medication reminder & the
traffic light system & now and again the solution pages.”

Case study B
“I would recommend anyone to give Brain in Hand a try due to its
ease of use and excellent format in the right situations. The Biggest
benefit for me was finding problem areas and learning to break them
down whilst then creating solutions with the help of the app. The part
I used most were the solution lists and learning to blend them with
different problem areas.”

Case study C
Before Brain in Hand Mark felt very isolated and didn’t attend events
or plans due to high stress and anxiety levels. Every day was the
same for Mark as he didn’t leave the house often unless with support from family, friends, or his support worker. His confidence was
low, which impacted on his independence. Mark was first introduced
the Brain in Hand by his support worker at Richmond Fellowship,
who thought the support system would benefit Mark’s mental health
through the pandemic.

“My day to day life? Well, I wasn’t really doing much. I was pretty lazy. Never planned any events, and
my anxiety and stress were high. I was very isolated. I got told about Brain in Hand through my support
worker at Richmond Fellowship. She Spoke to me about the idea and asked if I wanted to give it a go.
I wanted to use Brain in Hand to Increase my confidence to get out, start being able to plan events and
remember daily things. I also wanted to use it to help some with socialising more and have an anxiety
and stress relief.”
Mark began using Brain in Hand in November 2020 and had his first session with Brain in Hand
Specialist Hannalease over the phone. Mark found the system easy to navigate through, but due to his
high workload often found it difficult to sit and add everything into his diary at first. In follow up sessions
Hannalease was able to support Mark into inputting events into the diary and making these a reoccur
so there was no need to update on a weekly basis. Alongside the diary, Mark found that the preloaded
content was vital for him. When lockdown began due to COVID-19, Hannalease created content for all
service users in Kirklees which included over 300 problems and solutions for anxiety, stress, work.”
16

This is a stock image and doesn’t represent the user
The name of the user in this case study has been changed
to protect their privacy

“My anxiety is now
more manageable”

OUTCOMES AT A GLANCE

a
a
a
a

Case study C (continued...)
Mark added “There have been several benefits of having, using
Brain in Hand. It has helped me as far as making better connections
with others. It’s given me helpful solutions to some of the
challenges I face with having BPD. The features I have used I have
used the most are the medication reminder & the traffic light system
and now and again the solution pages.”
“My first session was done over the phone. The set up was easy and
straight forward. I am good with phones, so it was easy to follow and
pick up. My main goals for Brain in Hand was to begin socialising,
getting out in public and going shopping within the community.”
Mark spent the first two weeks getting to know the system, looking
through everything, working out how it works, and putting his own
touch on it. It was hard for Mark at first. He said “It wasn’t that it was
a difficult system, or hard to navigate around, It was just I couldn’t
find the time to fit it in. My workload was too high and trying to plan
around adding to the system was difficult to start with.”
He Mark said the information in Brain in Hand really helped. “The
problems and solutions gave a lot of information about everything
that you need to know. The anxiety section in the content given I
used a lot. The diary helps me remember things. You could put all
your events on it and know what was coming up. I don’t
forget now and usually I’m very forgetful.”

Managing anxiety
Confidence
Social relations
Independence

”

“I would
definitely
recommend
Brain in Hand as it
has helped me to
try get some
routine and
structure to my
life, it can
sometimes still
be difficult but it
would be
far worse if I
didn’t have
Brain in Hand.”

After 5 months of using Brain in Hand, Mark felt that he no longer needed the support. His confidence
had grown, he felt he was able to manage his anxiety in the community, begin planning more events and
managing his time more effectively. He has seen an improvement not only with his engagement within
the community, but with his engagement with Richmond Fellowship. He is closer to achieving the goals
set within RF and feels more confident to engage more with other services too.
“I feel much more confident at not forgetting anything. I no longer use Brain in Hand now as I feel I am
at a place where I need to be. I am more independent and feel confidence with socialising. I can now
manage my anxiety to a level I couldn’t do before. By knowing it was there if I ever needed it. The useful
information stuff really helped, and I have taken a lot of the solutions away with me. Well, I started going
to more workshops as I was feeling more confident. I was engaging more in the service which will have
an impact on my goals. I interact with Richmond Fellowship more with the services, but Insight team help
support my anxiety and stress. I still have weekly catch ups with them however my anxiety is now more
manageable.”
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OUTCOMES AT A GLANCE

a
a
a
a

“I manage my life
much better”

Managing anxiety
Confidence
Social relations
Independence

”

“My day-to-day
life was very
solitary, I did not
often leave
my home”
“ I use Brain in
Hand to get
out the house
more and
manage my
life better. The
feature I find
most useful is
the problem
and solution
feature”

Case study D
Before Brain in Hand, Clara found it difficult leaving her house and
going into the community. Clara was introduced to Brain in Hand by
her support worker at Richmond Fellowship who thought she would
benefit from the self-help strategies and solutions when lockdown
began lifting. Clara met with Hannalease, who helped Clara identify
her weaknesses, strengths, and goals.
“I was finding it difficult to go out of the house as I was very anxious
and nervous and afraid of people. My day-to-day life was very
solitary, and I did not often leave my home unless I absolutely
needed to go out of the house. It was recommended by my support
worker who believed that Brain in Hand could help get out more and
learn to manage how I live and how I spend my time. The first meeting was done face to face and it was good. Hannalease supported
me with identifying areas of my life I wanted to use Brain in Hand for
and with was: Interacting with other people be that making appointments, communications, relationships etc.”
Clara has now been using Brain in Hand for 10 months and is still
seeing positive impacts of using the support system everyday with
the easing of lockdown. She has been using the problems and solutions aspect of Brain in Hand to help support in different situations in
and out of the community. Planning ahead has allowed
Clara to break down and identify potential complications which may
arise, and more importantly how to manage the problem and
reduce anxiety.

“I thought it was nifty that you could add problems to calendar events – I have never seen a calendar like
that before. I use Brain in Hand to get out the house more and manage my life better. The feature I find
most useful is the problem and solution feature. It allows me to identify possible problems I may face and
what solutions I can use. I am getting out the house more for exercise and it helps with my anxiety since
using Brain in Hand. When I am feeling anxious or stressed, I can access strategies to see what I can do
to minimise it. It has helped me manage my time and focus of things that I can do than worry about all
the things that are happening that I cannot control.”
Brain in Hand has supported through the lockdown restrictions and the easing of them over the past 10
months. Brain in Hand has also contributed to Clara being closer to achieving her goals set out within
Richmond Fellowship. Clara has grown in confidence and feels that Brain in Hand will support her when
she finds employment.

18

This is a stock image and doesn’t represent the user.
The name of the user in this case study has
been changed to protect their privacy

“I can travel alone
on public transport”

OUTCOMES AT A GLANCE

a
a
a
a

Case study E
Before Brain in Hand James felt like he wasn’t reaching his full
potential from his current support services and contacted Brain in
Hand directly for more information. James was delighted when Brain
in Hand informed him of their partnership with Kirklees Council.
This meant he would have local support from a Brain in Hand
Co-ordinator within Kirklees, and the support would be completely
free. “I needed something what we could try out as I could not get
the support services to do what I wanted to do. They were reluctant
to give me the support. Helen at Enablement Team gave me a leaflet
about them, and I called and got the ball rolling. I wrote to BiH to
buy it myself and they contacted to say to look at licence through
Kirklees Council enablement team. Helen pushed it along for me.”
James has been using Brain in Hand since October 2020. What
interested James first about BiH was how technology could support
him in reaching his goals. He has previously been in contact with
over 4 services for support and feels that with his past experience’s
technology is the way forward.

Managing anxiety
Confidence
Social relations
Independence

”

“I wanted
support with
using public
transport,
making, and
attending
appointments
meeting new
people and
going to social
events.”

James had his first meeting with enablement social worker Clara
and Brain in Hand Co-ordinator Hannalease.
James was supported face to face and through virtual TEAMS meetings on all his sessions.
“I was first interested in my using computer skills. I am finding it happier than dealing with people. When
I first saw it, I thought wow I’ve never seen anything like it before. The first day that Clara came it was
hard, but once I started reading the modules it all started falling into place. I was left to experiment to
myself for 2 weeks. I found this useful, potting about and seeing what was what.”
James was able to identify areas of difficulty in his life where BiH could support him. After the first session with Clara and Hannalease James worked through the modules independently and after only 2
weeks of using BiH felt comfortable using the support system. When lockdown hit in December 2020,
this put a hold on his engagement out in the community, so he instead focused on things he could do
while in lockdown. During the COVID-19 restrictions James has used his time to get to feel comfortable
using the app and maintain a positive routine. Once the lockdown restrictions slowly lift James is looking
forward to being able to use BiH out in the community.
“I wanted support with using public transport, making, and attending appointments meeting new people
and going to social events. It looked hard at first but as I read leaflets and modules on my own, I got the
grasp of it. You must work at things, you can’t get a booklet and not put your heart in things.

19

This is a stock image and doesn’t represent the user.
The name of the user in this case study has
been changed to protect their privacy

OUTCOMES AT A GLANCE

a
a
a
a

“My anxiety is has
been reduced”

Managing anxiety
Confidence
Social relations
Independence

”

“I use the
traffic light
system every
day. If I ever get
stuck, I know
where to
contact people.
If I need urgent
contact, I will
press the alarm
bell (red traffic
light) to
someone.”

Case study E (continued...)
“If people think it will be easy, they have another thing coming as you
must work and experiment at it. I have learnt most of it myself.
I knew I could contact anyone if I needed them, but I did not feel like
I needed to with all the information given. I just had a go and
managed to understand it. Once I figured out how everything works,
I found It really easy to integrate into my life every day, simple
as that. Once I knew where everything was and how the website
worked, I was off, no problem at all. “
Over the past 5 months James has found Brain in Hand useful in his
everyday life. He is using the hyperlink element of Brain in Hand for
shortcuts to solutions or information and uses his unplanned section
feature to reduce his anxiety when out in the community. James
uses Brain in Hand to support with his daily routine and medication
management. The alerts allow James to ensure his medication is
taken every day at a regular time.
“I like the hyperlinks; I find them wonderful. I was shown how to
hyperlink Youtube and found them to be fascinating. At the moment
I find the hyperlinks and the unplanned most beneficial as I store all
the information I require in there, like my bus planner, YouTube and
stuff I might need in the community so I don’t have to fuss about and
work out where things are. I use the traffic light system every day.
If I ever get stuck, I know where to contact people. If I need urgent
contact, I will press the alarm bell (red traffic light) to someone.”

James adds “I believe in work and studying things myself and that is what Brain in Hand does. If I am
stuck someone will contact me and realise. I know there is someone monitoring me, whether it is Brain in
Hand or Enablement. I like that I can refer to see what I’m doing (on the timeline) and it helps me. It has
supported with my medication management; it was not that I could not do it. It is just if I have a bad day
it reminds me. It has made a big difference, but I still have a long way to go. Once this lockdown ends it
will be all go.”
In the short time James has been using Brain in Hand he has seen a decrease in support needed by
other services. James uses the traffic light system to let the enablement service know if he needs extra
support. However, on reflection, James noticed he has not pressed a red response at all.
“I am not on the phone every 2 minutes like I used to be, but there are there if I need them. I don’t find
myself contacting them as much, but they are there if I need them. If I pressed my red button and no one
contacted me I still feel I can contact them. Traffic light makes me think about how I am, but with
lockdown I have had no big stresses in my life. The big test will be when the lockdown finishes.”
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Case study F
Before Brain in Hand Jodie had a hard time remembering to complete daily tasks and had to be reminded by her parents and her PA
on a frequent basis. Jodie was first introduced to Brain in Hand by
her mum, who had seen someone using the system on their phone
and thought it would be a great support for Jodie. Jodie already had
support in place from enablement team within Kirklees Council; the
team had purchased 10 Brain in Hand licences, which meant it was
completely free for Jodie to use. What interested Jodie about Brain
in Hand was its ability to remind Jodie to do daily tasks, help build
on her confidence within the community, and break down tasks into
small steps to reduce anxiety.
“Life was alright, but I kept on forgetting things such as daily
routines, I had to have prompts from my parents and my PA. Things
like brush my hair, brush my teeth. Well I first heard about it from my
mum because she saw one of her clients using it and heard about
it, she got the idea. She said this to my social worker and then my
social worker contacted Brain in Hand. I already had support with
Enablement team who discussed Brain in Hand with me. I could
relate to the reminders to do things and it gives me suggestions to
do when I am stressed. It helps me breaking down tasks into small
steps and build on my confidence.”
Jodie has now been using Brain in Hand a little over 4 months and is
loving the positive changes it has brought into her life. She completed her set up session in the middle of lockdown through Microsoft
TEAMS.
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Hannalease helped Jodie identify her strengths, weaknesses, and goals for the future. Jodie’s parents
attended the session to support Jodie and learn about the system themselves. Jodie’s PA and her
parents, Janet and Chris, actively encourage Jodie to independently customise her Brain in Hand
account and support with any new strategies or ideas. Janet and Chris are also responders for the
account, which means they can review Jodie’s timeline to identify patterns of anxiety, support with sticking to a realistic routine, and be alerted when Jodie may need their support through the traffic
light system.
In her short time using Brain in Hand, Jodie has not only seen improvements around her routine, but
feels she is closer to achieving the goals set within her first Brain in Hand session. It has supported her
with breaking down tasks and reducing her anxiety in situations in the community and at home.
The personalised self-help strategies have been a vital element on Jodie’s Brain in Hand journey; she
will continue to use these and develop more as restrictions ease within the UK. Since using Brain in
Hand, Jodie no longer needs the support from the enablement team as she has increased her independence and able to manage her anxiety more.
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“I have taken control
of my wellbeing”
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Case study G
Shannon started using Brain in Hand in May 2020 just after the
first lockdown was announced. Before Brain in Hand Shannon was
feeling very isolated and alone. Shannon had increased her support
from her housing officer from once a month to once a week with
regular calls with the well-being café in Kirklees.
“I started Brain in Hand a couple of months into lockdown and
I was very isolated. I did not have anything to intentionally think
about. I was phoning the well-being café more and having a
housing support worker ringing me weekly to check on me. I was
living in my old place and housing had lockdown so I could not view
any new houses.”
Over a short period of time Shannon began to see changes in her
life from using Brain in Hand. She saw a decrease in the support she
needed from services and with the preloaded template provided by
Brain in Hand found new coping solutions to help her take control of
her anxiety and improve her wellbeing.
“The fact that it has been a very weird and difficult time in general
was made a little easier to deal with because on the days I did get
upset there was human support there who talked to me until I was
calm. The activities had helped me when I was anxious gave me
distractions. The traffic lights make me have a checking in with
myself that I would not have done before.”

Shannon adds “A lot of the time it is useful to be aware if I’m feeling down or stressed but because the
button asks me, I can take a minute to say “how do I feel” therefore I am aware before things get bad.
Before Brain in Hand if something has happened and I did not register my feelings something else could
tip me over and then be uncontrollable. I have not called emergency numbers in many weeks as I have
felt I have been able to manage my anxiety more. I know I can manage it and then speak with my counsellor.”
Shannon had a session with Hannalease early November, just as the nation went into a second lockdown. Together they came up with a plan on using the system slightly differently to help Shannon have
a positive attitude throughout lockdown. Instead of having problems and solutions on events/activities,
Shannon now uses her account to show her achievements throughout the day, big or small. By introducing these positive patterns, Shannon has been able to look at lockdown in a more optimistic light.
“I have got better with drinking water; I have set reminders to prompt me to do things. I also have a section where I have used Brain in Hand to show my achievements of the day which makes me think about
everything I have done and count things I have done today.”
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Case study G (continued...)
“I have changed Brain in Hand up a bit to suit myself more as I have
added a section of solutions which included things I have achieved
for the day, like making my bed, baking, self-care, exercise etc. I do
small tasks and It gives me something to look at throughout the day.
I use the traffic light buttons and my achievement section the most.
It is nice to have a tracker and it feels reassuring and comforting that
someone would check on me.”
After the first national lockdown Shannon used her Brain in Hand
account to support her easing back into the community.
Unfortunately, just as Shannon began to gain confidence out in the
community, the second national lockdown happened. For Shannon,
who lives on her own, this meant socialising was put on hold, causing her anxiety to increase. With the support of Hannalease, Shannon tailored her Brain in Hand account to support her through the
difficult transition and help reduce her negative emotions/thoughts.
“From the first and second lockdown lots of things happened.
I moved to a new house, started face to face appointments.
It supported me during the transition of the first lockdown as we went
back into the community. I have been using it in and out of lockdown.
With support with Hannalease we went through adding more things
when we were out of lockdown, and then we tailored it more for
when we went back into lockdown.”
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“It was and is relevant for when I can go places and in lockdown. When all of this is actually over, I can
add in more things like classes and services and I can tailor it more to myself.”
What would you say to someone who is deciding if to use Brain in Hand or not?
“Use it! Even if you were thinking it about it and not sure, just give it a try. You do not know what it is
possible to do until you try it. If it doesn’t work, then that’s fine. The chances that it will benefit you is so
much higher as there is so much in there to support you. If there is not something in there already that
relates to you, talk to Hannalease, and figure out an option for whatever it is you struggle with.
Most people if not all could benefit from it, even if you weren’t aware. Even if you don’t have depression
or anxiety there is still a lot of good habits you could make from having it, even if it’s just checking in
yourself which a lot of people don’t take the time to do.”
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Service/Referrers feedback
C.L.E.A.R.

Have you found any barriers with integrating Brain in Hand into the service?
Clients not having access to internet. Staff feeling the client needs to be internet/gadget
savvy – this has been explored as a team. COVID-19 and lockdowns reducing people’s
confidence in attending the service.
How has the service benefited from Brain in Hand?
A more wrap around service. Something that clients can use remotely.
What has been your responses when speaking with potential service users
about using a digital service?
Hesitance in ‘committing’ even when a trial has been suggested. Feelings they are not
good with technology.
Have service users been engaging more with the service since using the service?
Unsure but I think if anything it has maybe made people more independent and
self-managing.

HOOT

Have you found any barriers with integrating Brain in Hand into the service?
As we have not seen our participants face to face this has been a great barrier while
trying to introduce participants to BIH.
How has the service benefited from Brain in Hand?
BIH has been beneficial to those individuals who have engaged with it.
Have you seen a change in your service users since using Brain in Hand?
Those who have been using BIH have expressed how beneficial BIH has been to them
especially in their everyday activities.
What has been your responses when speaking with potential service users
about using a digital service?
Many are keen initially but seem to find it difficult to make the next step of engaging
properly with the BIH service.
Have service users been engaging more with the service since using the service?
I do not think that this is the case from the individuals I have spoken to.
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Fusion Housing

It’s a bit difficult to comment on these specific questions as I’m not sure they all relate to
me/my referral/our service, as we have only made one referral, and the app hasn’t been
integrated into our service.
However, I would like to feedback that the referral process has been smooth, with good
explanation and communication with myself. I think It’s important as the referrer is often
the person who is trying to engage our clients into ideas that could be helpful for them,
so needs the right knowledge to “sell” the concept. My client seems to have engaged into
the idea and was keen for the support to set up and personalise the app.
He has just started working, so I hope that it can be useful for him to integrate work in
with other things, and to keep track of all of the things he is trying to fit in and achieve,
Hope the work isn’t too early in the process of getting to use Brain in Hand.
The referral also encouraged him to decide to become more involved with other support
via CLEAR, which is also a positive .

Occupational therapist – Pathways

Have you found any barriers with integrating Brain in Hand into the service?
No.
How has the service benefited from Brain in Hand?
Yes. It’s supplemented our approach to the traditional use of referring to coping strategies e.g. use of flash cards and information not being stored in files which can be a
barrier to using which leads to better outcomes.
Have you seen a change in your service users since using Brain in Hand?
I’ve noticed that it helps with motivating clients to follow routines, engage in meaningful
activity and feel less stressed because they don’t have to hold the information in their
heads or reply on others to use techniques. It’s also useful to have a digital device as it
helps to capture how a client is using it e.g. coping strategies and we can then use it for
reflection and break down any barriers to using it.
What has been your responses when speaking with potential service users
about using a digital service?
I continue to promote to clients and point out the benefits of it and give them feedback
from current users.
Have service users been engaging more with the service since using the service?
No, not our service. The purpose of the app from our remit is to help clients cope with
less support and I think it has the potential to do this and hopefully keep clients out of
services going forwards.
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Wellness Service

Have you found any barriers with integrating Brain in Hand into the service?
Only issue as you know with Wellness been responders
How has the service benefited from Brain in Hand?
Clients benefited from the app with having instant response to solve their immediate
concern.
Have you seen a change in your service users since using Brain in Hand?
N/A
What has been your responses when speaking with potential service users
about using a digital service?
They have found it useful/comforting to have support immediate, literally in their hand
Have service users been engaging more with the service since using the service?
N/A
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